It is my great honour to welcome you to the 3rd International Workshop on RFID & WSN and its Industrial Applications, which is held conjunction with the 24th IEEE International Conference on Advanced Information Networking and Applications (AINA 2010), Perth, Australia.

RFID and WSN, the two basic elements of pervasive computing, have gathered the interest of the research community over the past few years as they have opened up new challenges with the development of interesting applications like surveillance, environment monitoring, supply chain management, real-time asset tracking, and logistics, etc. The development of efficient protocols for WSN communication as well as the development of RFID-based WSN motes themselves have posed numerous challenges for the research community.

The purpose of this workshop is to establish a platform for discussing the challenges raised by the evolution of RFID & WSN. It also aims to provide a forum for researchers, practitioners, and experts in RFID & WSN around the world to present their results and exchange their ideas and experience in this field.

I would like to take this opportunity to express my appreciation to all the committee members, reviewers, and authors who contributed to this workshop, making it a success.

Once again, we welcome you to Perth, Australia. We wish you a rewarding and interesting workshop.

Dr. Vidyasagar Potdar
Workshop Chair